Introduction
============

Stem cell transplantation is an important treatment for hematologic malignancies offering a potential cure and a treatment option for advanced disease. However, chronic graft-*versus*-host disease (GvHD) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality after a transplant.^[@b1-1040189]^ Chronic GvHD is a multisystem disease, however its current grading system categorizes disease compositely as mild, moderate or severe.^[@b2-1040189]--[@b4-1040189]^ The current grading system may overlook clinically relevant patterns of chronic GvHD organ scores. For example, a patient with severe skin sclerosis and a patient with highly elevated liver enzymes are both classified as having severe chronic GvHD, despite starkly different clinical manifestations of the disease.^[@b3-1040189]^

To date, it has not been straightforward to align the National Institutes of Health (NIH) overall severity classification system and biomarkers.^[@b5-1040189]^ There have been some associations between the severity of chronic GvHD, as determined by the NIH classification system (NIH-Severity) and biomarkers, but biomarkers have not been able to predict clinical outcomes as strongly in chronic GvHD as in acute GvHD.^[@b6-1040189]--[@b9-1040189]^ Previous analyses examined disease severity in individual organs and overall disease severity but have not combined organs for phenotypic clinical subgrouping.^[@b10-1040189]^ A phenotypic approach to classification has the potential to characterize the pathogenesis of chronic GvHD better. Furthermore, a computational workflow capable of analyzing patterns of chronic GvHD may also have the power to elucidate patterns in other diseases in oncology and throughout clinical medicine.

Machine learning and clustering techniques have successfully exposed patterns in medicine, including identifying breast cancer metastases and genetically targeted therapy for acute myeloid leukemia.^[@b11-1040189]--[@b15-1040189]^ Machine learning has the potential to find patterns in clinical data that may be missed by the human observer and traditional approaches alone.^[@b16-1040189]^ A potential advantage of machine learning approaches compared to traditional statistical approaches is that results can go beyond a preformed hypothesis allowing for discovery of novel associations and clusters.^[@b17-1040189]^ Additionally, with high-dimensional data, such as the types and grades of organ involvement in chronic GvHD, the multiple comparisons required in conventional statistics can lead to false-positives, whereas a machine learning-inspired approach allows for processing of multidimensional data.^[@b15-1040189],[@b18-1040189],[@b19-1040189]^ Furthermore, an algorithmic approach has outperformed traditional statistics in recent clinical studies.^[@b15-1040189],[@b20-1040189]^

We used a computational approach to classify patients with chronic GvHD according to organ scores, identify phenotypic subgroups and stratify survival. We hypothesized that machine learning methods could identify distinct clusters of clinical phenotypes and survival patterns among patients with chronic GvHD.

Methods
=======

Study population and chronic graft-*versus*-host disease assessment
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Research was conducted with informed consent, Institutional Review Board approval and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The clinical data used were from 339 patients with incident chronic GvHD enrolled in the Chronic GvHD Consortium study, a pre-existing multicenter prospective observational clinical database.^[@b21-1040189]^ Incident disease was defined as new chronic GvHD within the 3 months preceding the first study visit and only adult patients (≥18 years of age) were included. The original cohort size was 341; three patients were excluded because of missing organ scores, leaving 339 patients in the final analysis.

Demographics and the patients' characteristics were collected at enrollment and through abstraction from clinical charts (*Online Supplementary Table S1*). At enrollment, NIH 2005 consensus criteria scores from 0 (no involvement) to 3 (severely affected) were recorded for eye, liver, joint, mouth, gastrointestinal tract and lung. Symptom-based lung scores were used in the initial analysis. The percentage of the body surface area with erythema (% erythema) was measured. Skin sclerosis and fascia were assessed using Hopkins scores.^[@b22-1040189]^

Machine-learning workflow
-------------------------

Nine organ scores were analyzed via a computational workflow consisting of visualization of t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (viSNE) for dimensionality reduction,^[@b18-1040189],[@b23-1040189]^ self-organizing maps (FlowSOM) for patient clustering^[@b24-1040189]^ and marker enrichment modeling (MEM) for feature enrichment scoring^[@b25-1040189],[@b26-1040189]^ ([Figure 1](#f1-1040189){ref-type="fig"} and *Online Supplementary Figure S1*). viSNE is the visualization of an algorithm called t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE). Therefore, on all viSNE maps the axes are called t-SNE1 and t-SNE2.^[@b23-1040189]^ The machine-learning algorithms are described in detail in the *Online Supplementary Methods*. NIH scores were squared prior to viSNE analysis and all scores were scaled from 0-1. FlowSOM clustering was done using t-SNE axes. Skin erythema and sclerosis were analyzed as separate skin features in order to capture type of skin involvement by chronic GvHD.

![A machine-learning workflow reveals clusters of patients with chronic graft-*versus*-host disease with shared organ involvement phenotypes. t-SNE/viSNE plots show organ scores (heat) for each patient (represented by a dot) on a scale where heat indicates organ involvement. Patients who are closer together are more similar while those who are farther apart are generally more different from each other. All organ domains shown were used to generate the viSNE plots, except National Institutes of Health-Severity which was not used as a parameter to generate the viSNE maps. FlowSOM clustering is shown (right) for the seven clusters of patients, with each cluster color overlaid as a dimension on the viSNE plot. For example, Cluster 7 is pink.](104189.fig1){#f1-1040189}

Lung scores did not contribute to patient clustering; lung was neither enriched nor negatively enriched in MEM analysis of organ scores (*Online Supplementary Figure S2*). Cluster stability analyses were used to determine optimal clustering parameters *(Online Supplementary Methods*). Analysis with lung excluded from the workflow increased cluster stability, so lung was dropped from the analysis and eight organ scores were used (*Online Supplementary Figure S3*). Cluster stability with six, seven and eight clusters was tested based on the appearance of seven clusters in viSNE plots (*Online Supplementary Figure S4*). FlowSOM was run to identify seven clusters, based on similar but increased stability with this parameter. MEM labels are reported as ▼or **▲** with Organ^X^ where x represents a scale from −10 (most negatively enriched or **▼**) to +10 (most enriched or **▲** ). Additional information on MEM and cluster stability validation is provided in the *Online Supplementary Methods*. De-identified data are available in FlowRepository (<http://flowrepository.org/id/FR-FCM-ZYSU>).

Risk analysis
-------------

Kaplan-Meier survival and Cox proportional hazards models were used to analyze overall survival as well as time from stem cell transplantation to development of chronic GvHD. The survival curve of each cluster was fitted using a Cox proportional hazards model and was compared to the survival curve of the whole cohort ([Figure 2](#f2-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). The risk coefficient from the hazards model was used as a cluster risk score. Risk groups were stratified into low, intermediate and high based on a coefficient of risk of 0 representing the overall coefficient of risk for the whole cohort, with coefficients \< −0.25 indicating low risk and coefficients \>0.25 indicating high risk. Non-relapse mortality was analyzed in a competing-risk analysis with relapse as a competing risk. Additional information on the multivariate models is provided in the *Online Supplementary Methods*.

![Computational analysis of organ scores reveals phenotypic clusters of patients with chronic graft-*versus*-host disease who were stratified for overall survival. (A) Patients were grouped into seven clusters by the machine-learning workflow (*Online Supplementary Figure S1*) and described using marker enrichment modeling (MEM) labels (left), which captured features enriched (▲) or specifically lacking (▼) from each group relative to the others in the cohort. Risk coefficients (right) were then calculated for each group. Risk scores below −0.25 or above 0.25 were considered low and high risk, respectively, and 0 was the average risk for the cohort. Clusters 1-3 were lower risk, Cluster 4 was intermediate risk, and Clusters 5-7 were higher risk. (B) Overall survival probability was stratified for the patients with chronic graft-*versus*-host disease based on the low-, intermediate-, and high-risk clusters defined by the computational analysis.](104189.fig2){#f2-1040189}

Software
--------

Analyses were conducted using Cytobank, R software version 3.4.2 for Mac, and STATA Version 14. A seed of 42 was used for the FlowSOM analyses.

Results
=======

Patients' organ scores
----------------------

Three hundred and thirty-nine adult patients with chronic GvHD were analyzed, with predominantly intermediate (49.3%, n=167) and high (41.6%, n=141) overall NIH-Severity. Of these 339 patients, 338 had a malignancy as the indication for hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, with acute myeloid leukemia being the most common malignancy affecting 109 (32%) of the subjects. Additional characteristics are described in *Online Supplementary Table S1*. The organs involved by chronic GvHD at study entry by NIH criteria were the mouth (63%), gastrointestinal tract (37%), eye (43%), joint (24%), fascia (14%), skin by sclerosis (15%), skin by erythema (49%), and lung by symptom score (21%). Detailed organ scores are shown in *Online Supplementary Table S2*.

Unique chronic graft-*versus*-host disease phenotypes revealed by machine learning
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computational analysis of % erythema, eye, liver, gastrointestinal tract, fascia, joint, mouth, and sclerosis scores revealed seven groups of patients with different clinical phenotypes and risks (*Online Supplementary Figure S1*). viSNE analysis reduced the dimensionality of chronic GvHD organ scores, with patients who are more similar to each other shown closer together and patients who are more different from each other shown further apart on the scatterplot ([Figure 1](#f1-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). For example, a group of patients emerged with involvement of fascia and joints as well as skin sclerosis. In FlowSOM clustering analysis, this group of patients was labeled as Cluster 2 ([Figure 1](#f1-1040189){ref-type="fig"}).

FlowSOM clustering revealed a total of seven unique clusters of patients ([Figures 1](#f1-1040189){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#f2-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). Cluster 1: **▲**Eye^+10^ Liver^+5^ (7.1% of patients); unique in having predominantly ocular involvement, all with an NIH eye score of 3.Cluster 2: **▲**Joint^+10^, Fascia^+5^, Sclerosis^+4^, **▼**Mouth^−5^, Liver^−10^ (12.7% of patients); a phenotype with enrichment for joint and fascia sclerosis, while specifically lacking mouth and liver GvHD.Cluster 3: **▲**Liver^+5^ (10.0% of patients); differentiated by moderate liver involvement, all patients with a NIH liver score of 2, while specifically lacking enrichment in other organ scores.Cluster 4: **▲**Mouth^+5^, **▼**Liver^−10^ (28.9% of patients); enriched for mouth involvement, while lacking enrichment in other organ scores.Cluster 5: **▲**BSA Red^+6^, **▼**Liver^−10^ (18.3% of patients); this cluster was differentiated by body surface area (BSA) involved by chronic GvHD.Cluster 6: **▲**Mouth^+5^, Eye^+5^, Liver^+5^, GI^+1^ (13.9% of patients); a phenotype enriched for mouth, eye, liver and gastrointestinal (GI) tract chronic GvHD.Cluster 7: **▲**Liver^+10^ (9.1% of patients); highly enriched for liver GvHD, all had NIH 3 liver scores while lacking specific involvement in other organ domains.

The meaning of positive liver enrichment differed between cluster groups. Cluster 7 differed from other clusters with liver enrichment by capturing patients with a liver score of 3 while Clusters 1, 3 and 6 had patients with liver scores of 1 and 2.

Machine-learning clusters were stable
-------------------------------------

In a cluster stability analysis involving four additional runs of viSNE and FlowSOM using the same organ features, five of the seven clusters were highly stable (*Online Supplementary Figure S5*). Stability was defined as having a median f-measure ≥0.85. Stable clusters had phenotypically similar MEM labels between replications of analysis as well. Clusters 2-5 and 7 were highly stable. Clusters 1 and 6 were unstable with low reproducibility between replications of analysis.

Clusters of patients identified by machine learning had different overall survival
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Overall survival probability was stratified for chronic GvHD patients identified in low-risk (Clusters 1-3), intermediate-risk (Cluster 4), and high-risk groups (Cluster 5-7) defined by computational analysis ([Figure 2](#f2-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). Time from the development of chronic GvHD to death differed between the high-risk group and the low-risk group \[hazard ratio (HR)=2.24; 95% confidence interval (95% CI: 1.36-3.68); *P*=0.002) and between the intermediate-risk group and the low-risk group (HR=1.70; 95% CI: 0.99- 2.94; *P*=0.055).

Survival differences were not explained by NIH-Severity alone. When NIH-Severity was viewed on the viSNE scatter plot, clusters varied in NIH-Severity. For example, Cluster 2 patients had a combination of moderate and severe chronic GvHD ([Figure 1](#f1-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, when overall survival of all patients was stratified by NIH-Severity in a Kaplan-Meier analysis, NIH-Severity did not significantly stratify overall survival (log-rank for trend: *P*=0.08) (*Online Supplementary Figure S6*).

A physician-driven decision tree recapitulates machine-learning clusters
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test clinical applicability, a decision tree was developed to classify patients into the seven clusters ([Figure 3](#f3-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). The decision tree was based on expert physicians' interpretation of the organs that were found together in the machine-learning workflow. The decision tree was constructed through observation of viSNE scatter plots and MEM labels from the clusters of patients identified by the machine learning ([Figures 1](#f1-1040189){ref-type="fig"} and [2A](#f2-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). Patients' outcomes were not considered in developing the decision tree. This decision tree asks a series of seven questions and can phenotype patients in as few as one question for patients in Cluster 7.

![A simple, physician-driven decision tree defines chronic graft-*versus*-host disease phenotypes. A decision tree designed to separate patients into groups with similar phenotypes and clinical risks as those revealed by the machine-learning approach in [Figure 1](#f1-1040189){ref-type="fig"} is shown. The decision tree is read from the top down and sequentially identifies and segregates patients in the most phenotypically distinct clusters (Y=Yes, N=No). Patients meeting the criteria at the decision point are assigned to that cluster and patients who do not meet the criteria are further advanced in the tree logic. Each circled number represents a cluster of patients. For cluster 2, two decision points were used to identify patients (arrows above and below the encircled 2). The length of the horizontal arrow is proportional to the risk coefficient and the width of the arrow is proportional to the percentage of patients in this cohort who were assigned to the cluster.](104189.fig3){#f3-1040189}

The decision tree successfully identified the seven clusters of patients, with highly similar phenotypes to those of the original analysis ([Figure 3](#f3-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, Clusters 3, 4 and 7 had identical phenotypes by MEM labels when compared with the original machine-learning analysis ([Figure 2](#f2-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining clusters had similar MEM labels to those of the original machine-learning analysis.

The decision tree stratifies patients' outcomes independently of NIH-Severity
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Decision-tree-determined risk groups stratified survival. Patients in decision-tree-derived Clusters 1 (ocular predominant phenotype), 2 (sclerotic phenotype) and 3 (liver predominant-moderate phenotype) were classified as low risk based on Cox proportional hazards risk coefficients ([Figure 4](#f4-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). Patients in decision-tree-derived Clusters 4 (mixed-phenotype intermediate risk) and 5 (erythema predominant phenotype) were classified as intermediate risk, while patients in Clusters 6 (mixed phenotype-high risk phenotype) and 7 (liver predominant-severe phenotype) were classified as high risk. Patients in the high- and intermediate-risk groups had significantly shorter overall survival than those in the low-risk group (HR=2.79; 95% CI: 1.58-4.91; *P*\<0.001 and HR=1.78; 95% CI: 1.06-3.01; *P*=0.03, respectively ([Figure 4](#f4-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). Decision-tree-determined cluster risk groups were also significantly associated with non-relapse mortality (*P*=0.03).

![A simple, physician-driven decision tree created groups of patients with chronic graft-*versus*-host disease that were similar to computational patient clusters and stratified for overall survival. (A) Cluster numbers, newly calculated marker enrichment modeling (MEM) labels, phenotype interpretations (italics), risk coefficients, and group frequencies (n=339) are shown for the new groups of patients defined using the decision tree in [Figure 3](#f3-1040189){ref-type="fig"}. MEM labels and risk were calculated as before ([Figure 1](#f1-1040189){ref-type="fig"} and Methods). Phenotype interpretations were assigned by expert physicians based on analysis of MEM labels and risk. Decision tree groups 1-3 were lower risk, groups 4-5 were intermediate risk, and groups 6-7 were higher risk. (B) Overall survival probability was stratified for patients with chronic graft-*versus*-host disease identified in the low-, intermediate-, and high-risk groups defined by the physician-driven decision tree.](104189.fig4){#f4-1040189}

In a multivariate Cox proportional hazards model for overall survival, decision-tree-identified risk groups and platelet counts from 0-590 days were associated with survival (intermediate-risk: HR=1.83; 95% CI; *P*=0.03, high-risk: HR=2.65; 95% CI: 1.42-4.94; *P*=0.002; platelet count: HR=3.10; 95% CI: 1.77-5.42; *P*\<0.0001). NIH-Severity was not predictive of survival (moderate: HR=1.49; 95% CI: 0.66-3.38; *P*=0.34; severe: HR=1.71; 95% CI: 0.75-3.90; *P*=0.20). A model of decision-tree risk group and NIH-Severity alone showed no statistically significant interaction between these variables. The association between platelet counts and machine-learning-defined clusters is illustrated in *Online Supplementary Figure S7*.

Individual decision-tree clusters had differential disease trajectories
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Outcomes and clinical trajectories in the decision-tree-identified clusters were compared. Patients in Cluster 2, a sclerotic phenotype with **▲**Joint^+7^, Fascia^+5^, Sclerosis^+4^, **▼** Mouth^−5^, Liver^−10^, accounting for 10% of patients, had a significantly longer time from stem cell transplantation to chronic GvHD onset (log-rank: *P*\<0.0001) ([Figure 5](#f5-1040189){ref-type="fig"}).

![Time from stem cell transplantation to chronic graft-*versus*-host disease in decision tree Cluster 2 *versus* other clusters. Patients in decision-tree-identified Cluster 2-sclerotic phenotype had a significantly longer time from stem cell transplantation to chronic graft-*versus*-host disease (cGvHD) when compared to patients in all other clusters.](104189.fig5){#f5-1040189}

Worse overall survival was observed for patients in the decision-tree-derived Cluster 7, a liver predominant-severe phenotype, **▲**Liver^+10^ (HR=1.72; 95% CI: 1.01-2.93; *P*=0.04) compared with patients in other clusters. Cluster 6, a mixed phenotype, **▲**Mouth^+5^ Eye^+2^ GI^+1^, was a novel group with worse overall survival, found after ruling out the other phenotypes in the decision tree (HR=1.75; 95% CI: 1.02-2.98; *P*=0.04).

Decision-tree reliability and cluster-risk stability
----------------------------------------------------

There was 86.1% concordance between clusters identified through machine learning and those identified through the decision tree ([Figure 6](#f6-1040189){ref-type="fig"}). Bootstrapping indicated stability of risk coefficients in all but one cluster, with all clusters, except Cluster 3, having a standard deviation of risk coefficients \<0.7 on ten runs of analysis ([Figure 6](#f6-1040189){ref-type="fig"}).

![The physician-driven decision tree recapitulates the machine-learning workflow and finds clusters with stable risk. (A) A scatter plot shows the same patients in groups resulting from the decision tree (y-axis) or computational analysis (x-axis). Patients within or touching the black boxes were those with the same group classification in both workflows (86% of patients, n=339). (B) Bootstrapping analysis revealed stability of cluster risk across ten decision-tree analysis runs using 130 of 339 randomly sampled patients. The coefficient of risk was calculated for each run of the analysis for each cluster. The standard deviation of the ten coefficients of risks was calculated and was \<0.7 for all clusters, except Cluster 3.](104189.fig6){#f6-1040189}

Discussion
==========

Seven unique chronic GvHD patients' phenotypes were revealed through a machine-learning workflow and successfully recapitulated with a clinically applicable decision-tree tool. The revealed groups of patients were stratified for overall survival and a unique sclerotic phenotype with different time from stem cell transplantation to development of chronic GvHD was found. The clusters of patients we describe may overcome the limitations of the current NIH classification system of disease severity which does not account for combinations of organ involvement and did not stratify survival in this cohort.

The process of applying this computational workflow to chronic GvHD patients yielded clinically applicable insights. Training analyses revealed that symptom-based lung score did not contribute to clustering and that cluster stability was improved without the lung score (*Online Supplementary Figures S2* and *S3*). In the NIH symptom-based lung score, a score from 0-3 is assigned based on the degree of activity needed to cause dyspnea with a requirement for oxygen being scored 3.^[@b3-1040189]^ The fact that this symptom-based lung score did not contribute to patient clustering may be due to the subjective nature of the score and suggests that it reflects overall well-being rather than organ-specific involvement. However, it is important to note that the NIH symptom-based lung score has been associated with patients' outcomes, including non-relapse mortality and overall survival, in an analysis that also included chronic GvHD Consortium patients.^[@b27-1040189]^

Clusters of patients identified by the computational workflow were associated with different clinical risk, demonstrated by differences in overall survival. Clusters of patients in the high-risk group were enriched for skin and liver involvement. A skin score of 3 and liver score of 3 have previously been shown to be associated with non-relapse mortality in an analysis that included patients in this cohort.^[@b10-1040189]^

Groups identified by the decision tree continued to stratify survival, with patients in the intermediate-risk group having a 1.8-fold higher risk of mortality compared to those in the low-risk group and patients in the high-risk group having a 2.8-fold higher risk of mortality. Individual high-risk clusters, i.e., Clusters 6 and 7, also independently stratified overall survival when identified by the decision tree. Importantly, the decision tree stratified risk of mortality independently of previously defined risk factors for chronic GvHD, including NIH-Severity. Notably, platelet count was a risk factor that continued to stratify risk significantly. Overall, the decision tree has the potential to be applied in the clinical setting to assess patients' phenotypes, once further validation in prospective, independent cohorts has been completed. Additionally, this decision tree can be applied in the research setting to large cohorts of patients.

Disease trajectory differed in the decision-tree-identified clusters, most notably for Clusters 2, 6 and 7. The time from stem cell transplantation to development of chronic GvHD was different in Cluster 2, a sclerotic phenotype. This is a clinically relevant and potentially biologically distinct cluster of patients. Longer time to chronic GvHD development is a known clinical finding in patients with sclerotic chronic GvHD.^[@b5-1040189],[@b28-1040189]^ Previous work defined patients with sclerotic chronic GvHD as having at least one of the following: sclerosis, fascia or joint involvement.^[@b29-1040189],[@b30-1040189]^ This literature did not comment on the sclerotic phenotype as one with "de-enrichment" of liver and mouth involvement or take into account the combination of multiple sclerotic features.^[@b29-1040189],[@b30-1040189]^ The combination of enriched and de-enriched features we describe may enable better association with biomarkers and treatment response.

Cluster 6, a mixed phenotype, high-risk cluster, was a novel high-risk cluster revealed by the decision tree. This cluster was defined by enrichment for mouth, eye, and gastrointestinal tract involvement. Notably, this cluster required the highest number of questions on the decision tree to reach, indicating that it was poorly defined and required that other clusters were ruled out to find patients in this phenotypic group. Patients in this cluster had significantly worse overall survival when compared to all those in all other clusters combined. A caveat is that, in stability analysis of the machine-learning workflow, Cluster 6 was not highly stable, but it did recur through all repetitions of analysis (*Online Supplementary Figure S5*). The combination of these areas of organ involvement has not been previously cited as a risk factor for adverse outcomes in chronic GvHD and should be further explored through cellular analyses for biomarkers and evaluated in continued validation cohorts.

Patients in Cluster 7 derived from the decision tree, a liver predominant-severe phenotype, also had a different disease trajectory when compared to patients in other clusters in that they had a significantly worse overall survival than patients in all other clusters combined. This decision-tree-derived cluster is supported by previous research showing that severe elevation of liver enzymes is a known risk factor for adverse outcomes in chronic GvHD.^[@b10-1040189]^

Prognostication by clustering is distinct from prognostication by individual organ scores alone. For example, in the machine-learning analysis, Cluster 5 lacked liver involvement and was a high-risk cluster, while high-risk Cluster 6 and Cluster 7 were specifically enriched for liver involvement. This supports the concept that this single organ score does not confer unidirectional low or high risk within the clusters. Furthermore, Liver^+5^ enrichment was seen in multiple low-risk clusters and one high-risk cluster. Clustering is unique in that it is not an individual organ score or characteristic but rather combinations of organ involvement and the specific absence of organ involvement that drive cluster formation and likely prognosis. Another example of this is that mouth enrichment was seen in both an intermediate-risk cluster (Cluster 4) and high-risk cluster (Cluster 6). Cluster 6, a high-risk cluster, comprises mouth, eye and liver enrichment; these individual enrichment types appear in low-risk clusters but it is perhaps the combination that makes this a high-risk cluster. However, we cannot rule out that gastrointestinal tract enrichment, uniquely present in Cluster 6, is not the driving force of adverse outcomes.

A limitation of the machine-learning approach is that it is not possible to add new patients to this analysis without shifting the current clusters. This was overcome by the decision-tree approach. Validation with an external cohort as well as comparison with other risk stratification tools for chronic GvHD^[@b31-1040189]^ should further strengthen the findings of the computational and decision-tree analyses. We were unable to analyze whether clusters predicted response to therapy, as this was an observational cohort in which patients were on any systemic therapy at study entry. Thus, treatment response is an outcome of interest in assessing the utility of machine learning for chronic GvHD outcome stratification. An external validation cohort is pending for this analysis. External validation of machine-learning approaches is the gold standard, and external validation is necessary prior to clinical application of the findings.

These results have the potential to be applied to stratify risk in the clinical setting, enhance the current chronic GvHD classification system, refine inclusion criteria for phase 2 trials, and guide biomarker discovery for more specific therapeutic targets. The distillation of machine-learning knowledge into a decision tree increases the feasibility of clinical application of the clusters. However, the clusters have not been externally validated, and this step should be explored before clinical application.

Lastly, this a flexible machine learning-inspired work- flow with numerous potential applications. The stability of the clusters suggests that this approach will be highly useful in revealing groups not only for this disease but for others that have complex phenotypes. Although the endpoint for this analysis was overall survival, this workflow could be applied to explore whether clusters of patients differ in treatment response or composite chronic GvHD endpoints, such as failure-free survival. Additionally, this workflow has the potential to be applied to other human diseases with complex classification systems such as myelodysplastic syndrome and brain tumors. This approach may change the classification of human disease by revealing otherwise unapparent, clinically relevant patterns.
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